Driving Workforce RESULTS for MERCEDES-BENZ

Finding the right employee for the right job can be challenging. In West Alabama, Mercedes-Benz hiring professionals experience this reality every time they review all 700 applicants for 60 positions in their mechatronics and automotive technician apprenticeship programs. A lot rides on Mercedes-Benz finding the right person, which is why the company relies on ACT® WorkKeys®.

Although robots do a lot of the heavy lifting, having skilled workers is pivotal to Mercedes-Benz’s success in manufacturing 300,000 cars every year. Through a partnership with AlabamaWorks!, WorkKeys gave Mercedes-Benz key insights into which candidates were right for each role. Ever since implementing WorkKeys in their human resources process, efficiency has been driven up and training costs have been driven down.

“In the next couple years, we’re going to have 6,000 jobs in this region alone. That’s why WorkKeys is an important component in what we’re doing.”

—Donny Jones, Executive Director, AlabamaWorks!

SUCCESS STORY

Location: Tuscaloosa, AL

Employees: 4,000+

Industry: Auto Manufacturing

OUTCOMES

REDUCED TRAINING COSTS

REDUCED TIME REVIEWING CANDIDATES

INCREASED EFFICIENCY